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By KRISTIN OLSEN
Business Manager

Wheelwright is soon to be taken over
by a strange and powerful play, liThe
Homecoming." The play will force you to
take a closer look at your life and the choices
you make. It is neither a comedy nor a
musical. It is a play in which you as an
audience must come with an open mind in
order to experience the possibilities that
Harold Pinter has left open for everyone.
The Coastal Carolina Theater Department and the Passport Series, will present
Pinter's "The Homecoming" beginning
March 3. Prior to the play's opening on
March 2, there will be a public lecture which
will feature three Pinter scholars. The lecture is an opportunity for anyone interested
in learning more about Pinter and his writings.
Director Sandi Shackelford is very excited about the play being performed at
Coastal. She saw the play performed here
21 years ago and said that it was, "a performance that changed my life. It changed
my way of viewing actors and the theater."
Because "The Homecoming" is such
an intimate play, this production requires a
unique staging change. It cannot be done
with a large audience so the number will be

Continued on page 5
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By MICHAEL WALLICK
Staff Writer

President Clinton gave a comprehensive speech last Wednesday which explained
his economic program for America. In his
speech he outlined help for small businesses,
health care reform, and education and welfare for America's children. He covered
welfare reform, crime bills, political reform,
and finally, spending cuts and taxes.
Clinton stated that the "Job of government is to make our economy thrive again. tI
The major component of his program is to
change programs of consumption into programs of investment
Clinton said he would change the
rhetoric of the past into action, and would
credibl y reduce the deficit. Finally, Clinton
said that he would earn credibility by proposing government spending cuts before
any other agenda.
The President stated that the first th;ng

the government would need to do is create
jobs. In order to do this he would ask
congress to enact a 30 billion dollar jobs
incentive program. These jobs would rebuild our highways and airports. It would
also renovate housing, creating 500,000 new
jobs. He would also enacted a program for
our cities that would create 700,000 summer
jobs for young people, eventually reaching
a total of one million summer jobs. Finally,
he would put young people to work cleaning
up the environment.
When speaking of health care the
President appeared to get emotional. He
said that "In 1992 Americans spent 30 percent of their income on health care." His
plan will reduce fraud and paperwork, but
retain quality and choice.
For America's children he wants to
expand Head Start and immunization programs, claiming that for every dollar spent

on immunization, ten dollars in overall health
costs are saved. He promoted better leaming strategies as opposed to more programs
for our schools. He spa e of better job
training programs for post high school tudents. and he as ed that business get involved in inve ting in our youth by starting
apprenticing program .
The President's welfare program involves a two-year limitation on welfare
benefits with the recipient going ba to
work afterward. He said that, "Welfare
should not be a life-style.'
Clinton proposes boot camp for flI'St
time criminals. The camps are J' 'e paramilitary programs where youthful offender
work, go to school, and receive psychological help if needed. The plan implies that
youth tum to crime due to :lla. . kofstruC' ure
in their live . Clinton al 0 proposes a program to put 100,000 more police on our

The Chantic{eer

Editorial
Clinton promised to lift the ban preventing
people infected with the AIDS virus from pennanently immigrating to the United States. Clinton
attempted to follow through by instructing the
Department of Health and Human Services to lift the
ban earlier this month. Clinton was foiled, however,
by Republicans, led by Senator Don Nickles and
supported by 34 Democrats, who wrote the ban into
pennanent law. The law was approved by a vote of
76 to 23.
Most
immediatel y
affected are
215 Haitians being
detained at
the US
Naval Base
at Guanantanamo Bay, Cuba. Jesse Jackson has
~een. urging President Clinton to allow the group to
Imnugrate through special waivers as a humanitarian
gesture.
Many countries have, for quite some time now,
required visitors to obtain immunization prior to
entering the country. According to the Bureau of
Consular Affairs "Under international health regulations adopted by the World Health Organization, a
country may require international certificates of
vaccination against yellow fever and cholera." As
of February 1992 the Bureau states, "Some countries
require certification from long-term visitors that
they are free of the human immuno-deficiency virus

Opinion:

Too soon to attempt
lifting ban.

(HIV)."

Preventing people with AIDS from entering the
United States is not going to prevent the spread of
that disease. However, letting them in is not going
to have positive repercussions either. These are
another 215 people who will have to be treated by
an already strained public health system. They will
be treated for an incurable disease.
Even if we do allow HIV infected immigrants in,
what will become of them? Where will these people
go? What will they do? Even if they are capable of
work, who will hire them? Americans have yet to
overcome prejudice toward blacks, homosexuals,
. women, and every other minority group. How can
they be expected to suddenly accept 215 immigrants
who carry a disease that is still greatly misunderstood by many?
Ideally the U.S. would be willing to accept
anyone in any condition. America would be a haven
for humanity. However, the very fact that 76 members of Congress voted to make the ban on foreigners with AIDS permanent law indicates that we are
still a long way from the ideal.
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SUPPORT GRO.U P
Did you vote for Bill Clinton?
So did we, join us Tuesday evenings
for fellowship -'and assurance that
you are still a good person'~ The
most important thing is that you
don't blame-yourself.
Join us every TueSday at 6 p.m.. in
Room. 201 of the Student Center.
This week's guest speaker:
Hillary Rodham.
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Watching the right /
1 must confess that 1 rarely read the
papers. As Thoreau says, "I am sure that 1
never read any memorable news in a newspaper." Nevertheless, I've been reading them
lately with marked interest. But it's not been
so much the news itself that's been catching
my attention as it's been the ads.
For instance, in the Sunday, January 31,
1993 edition of The Sun News, one particular full page ad grabbed my eye. ''We are
outraged! And we're not going to put up
with it any longer!" Whoever "they" were,
they sounded pretty miffed. I scanned to the
bottom of the page to see who "they" might
be: the American Family Association.
I read on. "We're a group of mothers,
fatlters, grandparents and other citizens who
are outraged at how today's movies, TV
PI:ograms, music videos and records are
hurting our children, our families, and our
country." Oh, nc~not the same old bunch
of "concerned" right-wingers claiming that
all of the country's ills are caused by Ozzy
and Murphy Brown.
I thought Frank Zappa had taken care of
all the slagging that rock and metal had
suffered back in 1986 when the ladies (deAlons?) of the PMRC got their husbands
(senators and a Reagan cabinet member) to
stage those hearings in the Senate about how
bad rock was.
Give me a break.
In addition to Zappa, Dee Snider (of

David

Twisted Sister) and even Jphn Denver came
forward to testify in front of the Senate, and
they showed that the PMRC's claims were
as ludicrous as Perot's claims that the Black
Panthers tried to bump him off. Let's get
back to reality, folks.
And if that weren't enough, on
Wednesday ,January 20, 1993,1 saw another
full page ad in The USA Today, placed by
Beverly LaHaye and her DC-based organization, Concerned Women for America
The ad, in fact, is an open letter to
President Clinton, reminding him that he
wasn't elected by a majority and that the
religious right doesn't like democrats-at
least not the kind they can't succeed in
swaying over to their camp.
In the letter, LaHaye asks Clinton ifhe
plans to "defend the essential sanctity of
life, whether that life be born or unborn [i.e.,
keep abortion legal] ... ,protect marriage as
the sacred union between a man and a woman
[i.e., insure that patriarchy is secure, to the
detriment of any deviants] ... , speak out
against legislation which tries to give unnatural sexual behaviors,like homosexuality, special civil rights protection [i.e., utterly
strike down equal protection, thereby sanctioning homophobia]"
She ends the letter imploring Clinton to
"seek God's unfaltering guidance in setting
the course to reaffmn our greatness as a
God-honoring tfearing] nation and people."

Letters to the Edito
Help control crime
Dear Editor,
I am a fonner Coastal student, and
although I am nOL currently aLtending, I
would like to bring forth a very important
issue that hopefully will be discussed thoroughly to try and find a solution.
I recently lost a wonderful friend to
criminal use of a gun. He was a great man
whom everyone loved dearly. He was a man
who put his life on the line everyday to make
sure the community and its people remained
safe. My friend was Tommy Harrison, the
police officer who was shot in the line of
duty at the Belk's store in my hometown
mall in Orangeburg, SC.
T.C. as we all knew him, was a major
loss to everyone. A father, a husband, a son,
a friend, an advisor, and a protector; all lost
in a matter of seconds to a man who never
even knew the good person Tommy really
was. It happens everyday all over the country.
Innocent people are dying at the hands of
merciless murderers who are only out for
themselves, and we think that there is nothing
we can do.
I'm writing to tell you that there is
something that can be done, but everyone
has to chip in. Write your congressman and
demand tougher penalties for criminals, even
first time violators, work to stiffen laws on
gun control, and demand that more money
be used on law enforcement Start at home

. Schulz, staff ri er
Since when has God been respon ible for
domestic and foreign affair? And what
about separation of church and tate?
(As a side note. LaHaye and Concerned
Women for America were the financial
backers of a 1986 court case in Tenn ee in
.vhich the prosecution charged that certain
public school science textboo had to go
because they mentioned Darwin too much
and neglected Lo mention the ever-so-relevant story of Creation. The case was won
but later overturned by the Supreme Court.)
Let's not fail to recognize what Concerned Women for America and Beverly
LaHaye are all about Even their ad p~o
claims they are a "pro-family" organization
(does that ound too much like 'family
value ?"), whose "purpose i LO preserve,
protect and promote traditional and J udeoChristian value [i.e., in UTe bronze-age
morality] through education [i.e., indoctrination and lies], legi lative progmrns [i.e.,
lobbying through the religious rightJ, and
related activities [i.e., sending scare letter
to anyone who disagrees ith LaHaye].~'
The two ad mentioned here are prime
examples of the ends people will go to in
order to replace our secular government
with a sad monothei tic ub titute for democracy. There are les ns to be learned
here. In the case of the American Family
Association, we see that we need to be on the
lOOKout for anyone close-minded enough LO

/ reader

and in your own neighborhood by being a
role model to children, starting a neighborhood watch, learning and training in self
defense, attending city and county council
meetings and giving ideas on programs to
help cut the crime rate.
We must work hard to stop this era from
becoming even more infested with mindless
criminals and the tragedy they leave behind.
Even as I mourn the loss of Tommy , the one
year anniversary death of another friend
approaches. She also died by the gun of a
violent offender. I am tired of all this death.
and I am sure you are too. Please, I beg you,
do your part to cut the crime now. For some
people, it is already too late.
Sincerely,
Kell y Jacobson

Vandal sought
Dear Editor,
A thoughtless wretch is in our midst
He's cruel, selfish,and wila probably end up
with a sexually communicated disease unless he mends his ways. (O.K .• maybe he's
a she.) What this person does bugs me and
other members of the community. Jack (or
Jane) the Ripperreads a story in a newspaper
or magazine in our library and likes it so
much, he tears it out so no one else can read
it
Now there is a slim chance that this
vandal is a USC agent who was embarrassed
by the stories. The fir t one I noticed was the

State article last semester about Coastal's
soccer victory over USC-Colwnbia in the
CAA playoffs. Ripped out, raggedly but
definitively.
Then, the other day, after Coastal came
from six run behind to give the Gamecoc
their first baseball loss of the season, the
story in Thursday's State wa also gone.
Soccer player? Baseball player? USC
agent? I hereby offer a $100 reward for
infonnation leading to the arre t and convictionofthisrip-offartist Orifheconfesse ,
I'U provide him with dime for the copier so
I can get some further enjoyment out of our
school's achievements. If you know the guy
(or girl) ask him or her to please top and let
the rest of us enjoy the sweet mell of
victory, in print
Sincerely,
Donald J. Millu

T an

•
Igma

Dear Editor.
I would like to expre my incere
gratitude to the Sigma u fraternity of
Coastal whose member volunteered their
time and efforts to benefit th local divi ion
of the American Heart Association (AHA).
The AHA held a new fund-rai er thi
yearentitIed Winter Day Bouque in which
ere
flower bouqu~t of mini camati n
old throughout the month 0 January to area
bu ine
. Though w h d a number 0

olunteers from the AHA
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Poetic Justice / Chuck Banaszewski, Staff Writer
"Poetic Justice" is a column dedicated experience; to center the poetry around the
to exploring and expanding five different combination of nature and a divine spirit
historical epochs of poetry dating back to The poets of the Romantic movement bethe 17th century. Its main focus will be on lieved that by using and experiencing nature
the poets and the styles that made each of in one's daily life one could reach or be
these literary eras significant in their own closer to God. They were also fascinated
right. The majority of the poets who will be with the concept of an individual's possesdiscussed are English, but I will try to incor- sion of an imagination. In turn, Romantic
porate some American poets that may be poetry became the fust writings showing
more familiar to Coastal students. The five how a human beings imagination worked.
epochs that are to be covered are the
Romantic poetry soon crossed the North
Metaphysical, the Romantic, the (Late) Sea and quickly infiltrated England proVictorian, the Modernist, and the ducing some of the greatest and most popular
Contempory eras in chronological order.
poets of the movement, and some would say
Romantic poetry stemmed from a of all time. One of the poets to emerge was
revolutionary movement that swept through a man named William Wordsworth.
Europe during the late 18th century. RoWilliam Wordsworth (1770-1850) was
manticism stres~ed the use of people's born in Cockersmith, a small town located
feelings, emotions, and imagination for at- in the English Lake District of England.
taining knowledge, but later evolved solely This was a scarcely populated province that
into a direct expression of an individuals Wordsworth and fellow poet Samuel Taylor
inner self. This movement was a strong Coleridge would soon make famous.
reaction to the previous Enlightenment era Wordsworth spent most of his early years
that focused on a preoccupation for the walking through British forests and coundiscovery of truth in life through rational trysides looking at nature. He had a genuine
thought and reasoning.
love for nature and the spiritual qualities
The Romantic movement originated living things possessed. Wordsworth himwith an assortment of German poets during self claimed to receive "authentic tidings of
the 1770s. these poets wanted to break away invisible things" during his experiences.
from classicism and express their emotions Wordsworth wanted to portray the relathrough "natural" themes.
tionship of God in nature throughout his
There were three important concepts poetry. He also wanted his readers not to
that emerged as the basic foundation for all look beyond his words for an ulterior meanpoetic literature written during the next 70 ing, but to take them at face value so it would
years. The Romantic poets wanted to bring . evoke their true, intial, emotions. He belei ved
society back to focus on feeling emotions, that nature served as a mirror into which
instead of thinking rationally about one's humans could look to learn about them-

selves. In the end what he was saying to
people was that nature was alive and sacred.
A beautiful example of Wordsworth's
romantic infatuation with nature may be
found in "Daffodils." Here is an excerpt
from that poem:
"1 wandered lonely as a cloud That
floats on high 0' er vales-and hills, When all
at once I saw a crowd A host of golden
daffodils; Besides the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze ... They
flash you that inward eye Which is the bliss
of solitude; And then my heart with pleasure

Wordsworth himself
claimed to receive
"authentic tidings of
invisible things. "
fill, And dances with the daffodils."
The simplistic images Wordsworth
creates enables any reader of poetry to appreciate nature's wide spectrums of
beauty. He writes his lines in a smooth
flowing rhythm and colloquial language to
represent how simple it is to experience
nature. Also, the end of the poem had the
ability to elevate and instruct a reader in
realizing how man can always come back to
nature to understand life's principles. This
poem is such an extraordinary example of
romantic poetry centered around the ideals

of nature.
By the age of 40 Wordsworth produced
what many of his critics claimed was his
greatest piece of work: "The Prelude." In
this excerpt Wordsworth displays his belief
in nature possessing different moods. He
establishes that nature is "alive and sacred."
From Nature doth emotion come and moods
Of calmness f!qually are Nature's gift: This
is her glory: these two attributes Are sister
horns that constitute her strength.
There are various other poets besides
Wordsworth who drove the Romantic
movement to its elevated stature in English
literature. Poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge in
1798 joined Wordsworth in publishing a
book called ''Lyrical Ballads," a book that
influenced the movement for decades.
Others include John Keats, Percy Bysshe
Shelley, and Lord Byron. A little Romantic
trivia about Shelley and Byron that have
inspired romantic poets for decatles were
how these two great poets died. Shelley died
on a boat in a violent Mediterranean storm
and Lord Byron died in Greece fighting the
Ottoman Empire for the preservation of
ancient Greek culture and freedom for
Greece. Ironically, like this poetry, one poet
was engulfed by the powers of nature and
the other died for his love of the arts.
Personally I can appreciate
Wordsworth's style and beliefs, but prefer
the more rational and aggressive approach
in expressing the written word. Although, if
you ever need to flatter the lady or man in
your life, Romantic poetry will always do
the trick. It always has for me.

Monk's Corner / Ahaseurus'-the Wandering Jew
On May 14,1948, thestateoflsrael was
declared. On the same day, Haj Amin al
Husseini-the spiritual leader of Palestine's
Muslims-deli vered this message to his
people: "I declare a Holy War, my Muslim
brothers! Murder the Jews! Murder them
all! Azzam Pasha, Secretary General of
the Arab League, said, "This will be a war of
extermination." Egypt, Syria, Jordan,
Lebanon, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia then invaded Israel.
Anti-Semitism has long been a worldwide problem. Yet, next to only the Nazis,
the Arab world of modern day seems to lead
all others in its hatred of the Jews. While
ancient history can be argued all day (like
David versus Goliath), more recent events
speak the truth. After Britain's Balfour
Declarationin 1917 (in which Britain favored
the establishment in Palestine of a national
home for the Jewish people), Jews began
immigrating to Palestine, settling on "kibbutzim" or farming settlements. Indeed. the
first kibbutz had been established in 1910.
These communities were basically selfcontained units of Jews who wished merely
to live and work in Palestine. At the time,
Britain had wrestled control of the land from
Turkey in World War 1.
tt

In 1929, at the city of Hebron on the
West Bank (where Abraham and Sarah are
said to be buried), Muslims invaded the
Jewish quarter and murdered 67 Jews,
leaving 60 wounded. This action continues
to symbolize to the Jews the Arab opposition to aJewish presence in Palestine. During
the War of Independence (1948-1949), J ordan captured Hebron and the West Bank.
Arms sales to the new state of Israel were
boycotted worldwide (as were sales to the .
Arab countries-but then again, they were
already well-equipped to murder the Jews.)
The Arab world was quite confident that
they would run Israel into the sea, so they
ignored Israel's attempts for a cease-fire.
The United Nations eventually helped negotiate a final cease-fire, but onl y after Israel
had pushed back the six armies, captured
new- portions of Jerusalem, the southern
area of Palestine known as Negeu, and the
northern area, the Galilee. Six thousand of
the 600,000 Israelis had been killed; however, the country was much larger than before
the Arab Nations had invaded. If the Arabs
had left well enough alone when the U.N.
had parti tioned the land for the Jews in 1947,
Israel would have been much smaller. As it
was, the Arabs never even honored the

provisions of the U.N. armistice-Jews were
not allowed to visit Hebron or Jerusalem.
During May of 1967, the Arab world
was once again prepared to invade Israel.
Egypt's president Gamal Abdel NAsser declared, "Our basic objective will be the
destruction of Israel." Iraq president Abdel
Rahman Aref said, "Our goal is clear-to
wipe Israel off th~ map." On May 22,
Nasser closed off the StraitofTiran, allowing
no shipments to Israel. Under international
law, this was legal grounds for Israel to go to
war. They refused to do so. After this,
Egypt joined in with Syria and Jordan to
conduct a three-front war against Israel. On
June 5, however, Israel launched a preemptive strike. During the first day, the
entire Egyptian AirForceandmostofSyria's
planes were destroyed. From the West Bank,
Jordanian artillery opened fire on Israel.
The Jordan Air Force was subsequently
destroyed.
During the next five days of the SixDay War, Israel occupied the entire Sinai
Peninsula, the West Bank. and the Golan
Heights. Israel refused to attack Jerusalem
with artillery (out of deference for Jewish,
Christian, and Muslim holy sites), and they
moved into the Golan heights because Syria

had been firing down on Israeli settlements
for 19 years. Israel eventually gave up
control of the Sinai Peninsula but kept the
West Bank and Golan heights. Arabs who
lived in these areas were not granted citizenship, but the areas were important to the
Jews' religious life and national defense.
The Arab World responded with a declaration: "No peace with Israel, no negotiations
with Israel, no recognition of Israel"; the
creation of the Palestine Liberation Organization (which, among other things,
kidnapped and murdered 11 Israeli athletes
during the 1972 Olympics); and the
"Intifidah"- the uprising in the Occupied
Territories.
Both Ju<ia:lsm and Islam demand "an
eye for an eye." Both follow the laws of
Moses and the Patriarchs. Both have holy
sites in the same place. However, Judaism
does not seek to convert non-Jews by force.
Islam is the final revelation from God and
seeks to supplant the earlier religions (including Christianity). What is the answer to
peace in the Middle East? To the Jews it is
Psalm 137:
If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem,
Let my right hand wither...

News 5
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Old ropes course ge e
way to tennis courts
By ANDREW STONEFIELD
staff Writer

It has become obvious that this campus
is going through a lot of changes. few
buildings are popping up everywhere. Constitutions are reing scrapped and rewriLLen.
The entire college is going through a 10L of
changes.
All these things get a lot of press and
people enjoy arguing about them to no end.
But there is a rather large project going on
that few people know about. Those who
have taken some of the outdoor classes here
at Coastal, probably remember the tower
. from which nervous students flung their
bodies in hopes of learning how to rappell
correctly and safely. WelL that tower is no
more.
That old, rickety R.O.T.C. tower is
gone. The instructors of Coastal Outdoor
Adventures tore it down. Why? Because
the land the tower was on is going to be
turned into tennis courts. So the instructors
• took it apart, piece by piece, along with the
rest of the ropes course. Now the fun begins.
After pulling out about 1,000 nails,

digging more holes than a fox, and drilling
through telephone poles and tree trunks as
thick as, well, telephones poles and tree
trunks, the new and improved ropes course
and climbing tower is on the way.
The ropes course is modeled after the
ropes courses at the Outward Bound Schools.
Many of the elements are on the ground so
far but the higher elements are appearing as
the instructors work daily. The tower, along
with some of the ropes course, will be about
65 feet tall. When finished, there will be
over 50 elements on the ropes course.
The elements are group and personal
problem solving initiatives that have funny
names like the "Heeby Geeby," "Walk the
Plank," and ''The Energy Circle," that imi- The Campus Program Board sponsors a mon hly movie nigh a he
tate jumping from burning buildings or Waccamaw Pottery Cinemas. Students turn out in force to watch a early
staying out of pits of boiling vomit Some movie for one dollar. ThenextmovienightwillbeMarch2.(Pho obyEnc og s)
are a few inches from the ground while some
are at uOh my God, I'm going to puke,"
heights. For example, a balance beam 50
feet in the air.
The ·ropes course is not designed to ruin
someone's day, but to improve self-reliance
and group dynamics while providing a break
SUbmitted by Public Relations
in a busy"schedule.
Richard Dame, Palmetto Professor and
faculty member of the Marine Science Department at Coo tal, recently directed a
ATO Advanced Research Workshop at
Castle Moennond in The etherlands.
The workshop, entitled "Bivalve Filter
Feeders and Marine Ecosystem Processes,"
was attended by 32 leading scientists from
A TO countries, including Belgium,
Canada, France, Gennany, The etberlands,
Spain, United Kingdom and the United
Stales. The three-day meeting focused on
past accomplishments and future research
needs in the areas of waLer dynamics; bival ve
nutrition and growth; predationofmollu s,
crabs and birds; primary food sources and
feeding rates; nutrient cycling in ystems
dominated by bivalves; and system modeling and management of bivalve sy tern for
human use.
During the workshop, Dam presented
r in the 13 e.
a paper, 'The Role of Bivalve Filter Feeder

a
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MODELS ARE ARAH LOUD I.
A.·D ERIC ROGERS

T

Located in Myrtle Square Mall and
4514 17 South Bypass, Socastee

kept small to get an intimate setting. In
order to achieve this o. ness, the audience
will be on the stag wiLh!.he aCLors.
The stage, designed by Lee Shepherd,
was built with !.he audience on Lhree side of
the action. At moments, the audience will
beonlyanarm lengLhawayfr mLhea toTS.
"This design make you more con iou of
!.he audience's presence. You arc forced to
walk through them to g lto the tage, " aid
Dargan Baldwin, who plays Joey.
Shackelford ay, "Pmter i
'ery
strange. People don't b ha e in a predictable way, but it i in the realm of b he ability."

e pen nce .

p.m.o
more info call th

3t349-2 02
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Student Services
Don't wait until last minute:
check out scholarships early
Scholarships
The Mortgage Bankers Association of
the Carolinas is accepting applications for
the Claude E. Pope Scholarship Award.
Four $1500 scholarships will be awarded
in May 1993.
Requirements: Currently be ajunior
in a four year accredited college or university. Must reside in North Carolina or
South Carolina, grade point average of2.8,
deadline March 19. Pick up applications in
the Office of Scholarships and Financial
Aid.
The Coastal Advertising Federation
grants two $1,000 scholarships. Deadline
is Ftiday, March 5,1993.
Criteria: Applicants must have completed at least 30 hours in either Business
and Art Majoring in Marketing or Art and
have a 3.0 or better GPR. Please pick up
applications in the office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid.
The American Business Women's
Association is accepting applications for
scholarships until March 31. 1993. Please
pick up applications in the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid.
Horry Electric Cooperative WIRE
(Women Involved in Rural Electrification)
Group will award a $1,000 scholarship to
two full-time entering freshmen students
planning to attend Coastal Carolina College in the fall 1993. Deadline is April
1,1993. Please pick up applications in the
Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid.

The American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants is offering a 1993-1994
scholarship for minority accounting students. Competitive merit and need based
awards of up to $5,000 for outstanding
accounting students.
Deadline July 1, 1993, applications
available in the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid.
WSPARadio
RTNDAC offers a $1,000 scholarship
to a rising senior from North or South
Carolina who shows an interest in radio and
television news. Scholarships are awarded
based on a student's academic perfonnance
and financial need
Applications available in the Office of
Scholarships and Financial Aid. Deadline
is March 15,1993.
Maryland Higher Education Commission has extended the Maryland State
Scholarships to March 15, 1993. Both
applications (FAFSA and Maryland FAF)
must be mailed by March 15 to be considered for the scholarship.
SC Aquatic Plant Management Society is offering a $1.000 scholarship grant.
Applicants must be enrolled as a full time
undergraduate or graduate student and be
involved in aquatic plant or aquatic ecoJogy related course work or research. Apply
to: Danny Johnson, SC Water Resources
Commission, 1201 Main Street, Suite 1100,
Columbia, SC 29201. Deadline is June 1.
1993.

Attention: job openings
Counselors: Work with children after
school
Grand Strand YMCA
Hours: 2-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Contact: Nancy Rover 449-9622
Ticket Agents! G itt Shop
Alabama Theatre: Barefoot Landing
Call 449-9402
Van Driver: Vocational Rehabilitation
6-9 am.; 3-6 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Call 248-6231
Merchandising Assistant
Banana Boat Sun Products
$6 an hour full-time by Summer
Contact: Candace 1-919-365-9881
(This job is in Myrtle Beach.)
Personal Consultant: N utri-System
3-7:30 p.m. or 9 a.m.-noon Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday
Contact Vicki at 626-4234

Cooks: Athens Pizza
5-11 p.m., 3 nights a week
Call 650-0044
B usboys-Waitresses-Bartenders
Doc Holiday's in NMB
4-11 p.m., days flexible
Apply in person.
Sales-American Pure Springwater
Travelling to Georgetown-Conway-Little
River
Hours flexible
Contact: Paul Frackie at 280-2305
Retail sales: Naeco Management
(Amusement)
For Summer
Contact: Mary Ann Bohland
293-2778 evenings
PT Sales/Athletic AttidSecond Wave
Inlet Square Mall
Contact: John O'Reilly or Bruce
651-6063 or in person
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Coastal Career Placement Services
Submitted by MOLLIE STARBUCK
Career Placement

Career Recruiting Day
March 3,1993
9 a.m.-3 p.m., Rooms 204 and 205
OPEN SIGN-UP. ALL MAJORS
December 1992, May 1993. August 1993
This recruiting event will allow seniors/new graduates to interview one-onone with representatives from area businesses and governmental agencies. Sign up
begins February 15. Resumes must be
submitted at the time of sign-up.
Some participating employers include:
Internal Revenue Service
SC Dept of Social Services
JCPennyCo.
The Prudential
F.N. Wolf & Co., Inc.
Richland Memorial Hospital
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Meldisco Shoes (K-Mart)
TranSouth Financial Corporation
1993 Graduate assistant program USC
Columbia April 7-9. 1993.
Master or Masters of Education in either Student Personnel Services or Higher
Education Administration.
For more information regarding this
nationally recognized program please contact the Office of Career Planning and
Placement, 349-2333; Room 206, Student
Center.

ciation will sponsor a day long seminar:
"Banking. A Changing Opportunity" on
Thursday, February 25 at the Marriott Hotel
in Columbia, SC.
StudentS interested in attending must
register in the Office of Career Planning and
Placement by February 22. 1993. Only seven
students may attend.
This ev.ent is designed to enlighten college students as to the varied career opportunities in commercial banking. This is not a
recruiunent event but networking contacts
can be initiated.

INFO ALERT
Economy- A recent survey of economists projects moderate economic growth
and lower unemployment for 1993 (Wall
Street Journat, 1/4/93, p. A2).
Employment- Securities and investment
fIrms have added 32,000 jobs in the past
months. while computer and data-processing
services have ~dded 29,000 jobs (Business
Week 1/11,93. p. 59).
Supply and Demand- In spite of warnings of an impending shortage of scientists,
hundreds of postdoctoral researchers are
unable to findjobs in their fields (Chronicles
of Higher Education. 1/6/93, p. AI9).
Consult your local library for copies of
the complete stories.
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• Complete Diagnostic Tune-Up
(guaranteed 12,000 Mi.l12 Mos.)
• Complete Engine Analysis by the Allen Engine Analyzer
• Computer Print-Out of Your Engine's Condition
• No Appointment Necessary
~

Offer expires 4/30/93, With coupon . Only at participating

locatIons. Not vaHd ",,111 any oll1er offers

We',. with you down the road.
3500 Northgate Dr. (at back gate of AFB),
Myrtle Beach, SC • 293-31041
4116 Oleander Dr., Wilmington, NC • 452-4227

_

-------
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Open Bam - 6pm Mon. - Sat.

Each 1oc8 100 Independer(Iy owned &~" ~d Cl993 SpW)tt 0.1 ~ Systems. Inc
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Fraternity se ects
national serv·ce

•

e

Submitted by Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
National officials of Alpha Sigma Phi
Fraternity announced December 21, 1992
that they have selected Canine Companions
for Independence (CCl) as their official
national service project and philanthropy.
The announcement was made by Fraternity
alumnus Alan Breedlove, who headed up
the selection committee.
Mr. Breedlove, Chairman of the
Fraternity's National Advisory Committee
on Service, announced that the selection
process had been underway for more than
two years and, after numerous inquiries and
a competitive interview process, CCI had
won the support of the Fraternity's voting
delegates.
Breedlove noted that Canine Companions for Independence was an excellent
choice because, "They are national in scope,
as we are, and we believe we will make a
significant impact on their organization."
Breedlove went on to state, "CCl's five
regional centers are strategically located
where most of our chapters are clustered.
Our members will be able to see the entire
scope of the CCI operations-from dog acquisition and training to actual placement
and feel they are an integral part of the
project."
Breedlove added," This charity will
allow us to get involved not only with service, but also fund-raising." He noted, "The

pairing will be in addition to the tremendous
amount of service and philanthropy that our
chapters already perform in their communities." He went on to say, "we hope this will
add to their current programming. "
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity was founded
at Yale in 1845 and is the nation' s tenth oldest
men's general fraternity. Undergraduate
chapters are located today at more than 55
leading colleges and universities across the
country, with more than 2,500 undergraduates
and 52,000 alumni members. It publishes the
college fraternities' oldest publication, The
Tomahawk.
The fraternity provides comprehensive
leadership training and educational programs
to its undergraduate students through its
heaciquaners. These programs include national
and regional leadership conferences as well as
staff visitations and seminars at each local
campus. Educational programs are supported
by an endowment in excess of $7.5 million.
Nationally prominent members of Alpha
SigmaPhiinclude Vincent Price, art historian,
art collector and dramatic artist; Tom Watson,
professional golfer; Willard Scott, television
personality; Dr. C. Everett Koop, former U.S.
Surgeon General; and Laurence S.
Eagleburger. Secretary of State. The fraternity also claims four former justices of the
Supreme Court of the United States, former
Senators and fonner U.S. Representatives as
members.

Emergency edical ervi es
Coastal Carolina College doe not
provide emergency medical service on
campus. All medical emergencies should
be handled by the Emergency Medical
Service (EMS) by telephoning 911 . Case
requiring 911 include: Life-threatening
conditions such as cardiac or respiratory
conditions; thl! presence of severe bleeding; acute illnesses such as severe asthma
auacks, repetitive seizure •diabetic emergencies. stroke, or poisoning; and
trauma-related accidents resulting in possible fractures or multiple injuries.
If you call 911, always notify the
Campus Police at ext 2177 0 that th y
might direct the EMS vehicle to the
emergency site and to assist with crowds
and/or traffic.
For more infonnation about medical
emergencies call Campus Police a extension 2177 or the nurse in Health
InformationIMedical Referral at extension
2329.

are infection you can ca ch thro
contact
Most
terial STD ' • r e on nil •
chlamydia. and syphili • are relati el ea
to cure ith antibioti if cau ht earl} . iral
STO' r e AIDS and genital herpe •
more difficult to trea and are 0 en incurable.
You do no need to feel ilty,
ed,
or embarrassed if you thi yo
STD. Do not let the e feeling p~
from getting treatment.
oone i immun to TO' . Every
who is exuallya tive can get or tran
STD. It d s no matter if yo
poor, homo exual or hetero
people get herpes' " trai ht" peop!
AIDS. Reduceyourris b protectin yo self.
For information abo AIDS, TO'
and free condoms, con l Patti Loeb ,
in the Hea1th Infonnation eferra! Service
(ext. 2329) from :30 a.m. to 5 p.m. I ted
upstairs in the Studen Center 0 th H
Count Dept of Health.

5PM - CLOSE

-FULL-SIZE #1 AND #2 BURGE 5 0 LY

EVERY DAY, 3-5 P.
All Coastal students and employee .th
valid ID. receive 10% off regular price

--------

ACTIVI
Float Building Org
the float contest
building Friday,
(Spadoni Park). Site
made on Feb. 25.
necessary-just reme
vs. the Camels of C
will be at 12:00 S
I

.
WENDY HALL
1992 HOMECOMING QUEEN

Erin Mcullough, Alpha Sigma Phi,
fraternity

Shelby Riddle, Alpha Gamma Phi,
sorority

Al McConnick, Alpha Gamma Phi,
sorority

Brian Vaughn, Alpha Sigma Phi,
fraternity

Michele Gilbert, Business Club

Chad Wilburn, Business Club

Banner Contest
well as individuals,
the banner contest.
least 4'x8' and no I
Banners must inclu
"Coastal- 2) Club na
·CampbeW 4) Baske
ners may be attac
hours of 10:00am an
in the gym and must
28 by noon. They s
with tape only (no n
Judging will be at
12:00pm Satur

Pyramid Building
will be to build a len
to bold it the longest.
five minute time limi
take place during t
Party on Frid
~piri~ Contest Org
Kirstan Dougher, Campus Program
Board

Michael Earle, Campus Program
Board

Chris Shannon, Concert Choir

Diana Burroughs, Varsity
Cheerleading

Kristen Harris, Dance Team

Anthony LaRocca, Varsity
Chccrlcading

David Maningding, Dance Team

ing the Spirit Conte
their colors, show
during all Hom
activities ... and of c
tea

All winners will
at half time
Basketba
$1000.00 in scho
bea
Applications
available: Office

Amy Taylor, FCA

Michael Springer, FCA

Novell Blain, Gospel Choir

Chris Hennigan, Gospel Choir

IVITIES
Organizations entering
test may begin on-site
day, Feb. 26 at 12:00
). Site selections will be
25. No central theme is
remember its the Chants
s of Campbell. Judging
:00 Saturday, Feb. 27.

test Organizations, as
als, may participate in
test. Banners must be at
no larger than 4'x 12' .
include: 1) "Chants" or
b name 3) "Camels" of
Basketball theme. Banttached between the
m and Noon on Feb. 27
must be removed Feb.
hey should be secured
(no nons, staples, etc.).
be at approximately
Saturday, Feb. 27.

Paula Sebastian, Pcp Band

ing Contest The object
n person pyramid and
gest. There is an overall
e limit. The contest will
ring the Pep Rally/Block
n Friday, Feb. 26.

t Organizations enterontest should display
show sportsmanship
I Homecoming '93
of course, yell for the
team!

will be announced
me of the Men's
etball game_

Chrissy Bolesta, Phi Sigma Sigma,
sorority

Brell Wei man, Phi Sigma Sigma,
sorority

Chris Loeber, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
fraternity

scholarship money will
awarded!
ions for all contests
ice of Student Activities

nformation: Call Kim
t-Mitchell (2301)

J

Stacie Currie, Theta Sigma,
sorority

Shane abercromb·e. Theta Sigma,
sorority

Tammi Steed. Brotherh

0

n
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Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week

Dr. Jack Kevorkian, inventor of the suicide machine, has assisted in thirteen suicides.
Do you feel that legislation should be passed to stop him?*
Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week

To me it is better they go that way than
that they live in pain. If you love someone, you're willing to put them out of
pain. There is nothing worse than
constant pain. --Ronald Smith, junior

I think if a person wants to die, let them.
That's their right. They have the right to
live, they have the right to die. --Jim
Yockman, senior

I am against suitcide personally, but I feel
that the choice should be left up to each
person. --Jennifer Flinn, senior

No, I don't think they should stop him if
he has consent from people who are
terminally ill anyway. --Jodi Church,
sophomore

*Michigan Governor John Engler has signed legislation making assisting in a suicide a felony punishable~ by four years in prison. The legislation will go into effect March 30.

University Plaza
347-7501

Bay Village
365-1501

College discount, 10% off regular menu price with student I.D.

1---------, 1---------,
I Any

Ilwi~

the

p~rchase of a $ 1 0 ff I

medium drink. One
Icou~ per person,

,

,per VlS1L

,

I With
31,1993
L
- coupon-expires
_ _ _ _ _May
__
_ -..JI

fBu y ;-Sub-&--;~;_Drink:'
IGet Another Sub For OnlY:
Get a regular footlong sub far only
oentI when YOIl pl1fchuc another
footlong sub of equal c:r grealCr value

I 99

l~allM.~

I

Buy 1\vo

Footlong Sub I I

99

J~ II
I

~i~ ('oupon~x.£i!es May.l} ~~

,

IFoot Long Subs & Get One ,

:
I

FREE:

:
I

, MARCH
" '6· Beach Blitz 8 a.m. ~ 12 p.m.
31· ' ~pecia1 Olympics 7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
,APRIL
3· March of Dimes Walk 8
noon
7 • 'C elebrate Youth Festival 3· 6 p.m.
17 .' '~to the Streets" 8:30 a.m. · 1 p.m.
TBA • Community Service Reception

a.m.,.

Sign up for all events in Student Activities. For more
info contact .PaUla Sebastian at extension 2337. '

ecome an Orientation Leader!
, For summer 1993 to assist with the planning and
implementation of the Orientati~n Program.

~ith coupon.=..:xpires May2!,19~

I

Orientation leaders must be able to work well with a
variety of people and have good communication
skills.

I
I

Applications are available in Room 206 of the Student
Center and are due on March 12, 1993.

fAny Regular-6" --;
,Sub For Just

I
I free ruuns,

Get subetantial savings when
yoo blly any freshly made regular
6" Ilb packed with YOI1f iavc:rilt

$1 99 I
•

I With coupon-_
expires
31_
,1993
L...:..:--_ _May
__
:..::JI

• For more info contact Kim Grant-Mitchell in the Office of Student
Activities, 349-2301.
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the wor{t!
By SARAH LOUDIN
Editor-in-Chief

Perusing a local newspaper the other
day I came across an article with the headline "Officials suggest drowning beavers."
Beg pardon?
Apparently a flood-control drainage
project (ditches) is planned in Marion County
and Agricultural Department folks are
worried that beavers are going to build their
own flood-control project. Okay, I guess
they'll have to be stopped ... but drowning?
I have on occasion, being from a vaguely
iural area, seen beavers. I don't know about
all beavers, but the ones I saw were not only
. good swimmers but appeared to be able to
hold their breath for quite a while. One
young beaver, trying to get out of eating
crayfish leftovers, held his breath for a good
half hour before his mother even noticed.

'Beaver drowning
Tests have been conducted to determine just how long a staLe or federal official
has to hold a beaver under in order LO drown
him. The results concluded that it was at
least an hour longer than your average official is willing to hold a squirming. biting.
semiaquatic rodent under water. Unless, of
course, there is an audience registered to
vote who will stand on the bank and listen to
state and federal official campaigning.
The study suggests that perhaps
drowning should be abandoned since a) it
would cost more than the flood-control
drainage project to hire people to stand on
the bank looking interested and b) it isn't an

election year.
Offi ials, however, mu 1 do melhin
to rid themselve of these potentially subversive beaver. I ugge L they find the
beaver with the smalle t tail and lure him
away from the pack ... herd ... liller .. .
whalev r. Then bring Clinton in to have a
word with the beaver (e erybody tru ts and
believe Clinton). The. President can tal to
the beaver, convince him that he need Lo
overthrow his brethren in order to serve his
country, and promise to tax only the rich
beavers (anyone would faU for that, hee,
hee).
Officials can then send the DY beaver

International Corne
Eastern Europe has always been of great
interest to me, especially since so much has
happened in that part of the world within the
last few years. Countries such as Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, in particular, have
experienced great casualties and civil
fighting among different ethnic groups
within the same country. These groups, who
were joined together under the same government by force by the Russians after World
War II, now felt that since the USSR has
fallen, each group wanted its own independence again. Each ethnic group wanted its
own independent republic and for that they
had to suffer a great deal.

Heather Hughes, a sophomore, had visited Czech.oslovakia for two weeks with her
school group during the Spring of 1990. She
gave me her personal insight of what she
saw during .ber visit. When I mentioned
Czechoslovakia 10 her, her frrst response
was, "It is one of the most beautiful countries
J have ever visited." She said the country
had very rich history and this was extremel y
evident in their great museums, ancient architecture, historic monuments, and
extravagantl y built churches. However. she
also added that domestic growth was close
to none and the inflation was extremely
high. This resulted in shortages of food and
health care supplies for the majority of its

In celebration of National Collegiate
Drug Awareness Week 1993, we'll explore different avenues for expanding
conSCIousness.

Mon.da.y, M'arc:b 1st, 7 p.m.
i.n the Little Theater

citizens. In addition, as she had the opportunity to meet some of their younger
generation, she noticed how bright and eager most of them were towards education,
especially on the intemationallevel. They
were all anxiou to learn more about the
U.S. and the re
f the world. Unfortunatel y, to most of them travel was out of the
question simply because it is too costly and
besides that, gaining a visa to enter another
country is very difficult.
ow that the country of Czechoslovakia does not exist anymore, it has been
replaced by the two republics of Czech and
Slovakia, each repu blic will hopefully begin
a whole new system of government in which

"Using the APA in Research 41
Thur., Mar. 4 2:30-3:30 p.m.
"Writing esearch Paper 41
Wed., Mar. 10 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Writing Research Pa er 41
(repeat /es on)
Thuf., Apr. 1 2:30-3:30 p.m.
41

.9l.{tereaStates with Ms. Kim Alexander,
our special guest spea!rer. Brought to you by
your Campus Program Board. FREE FOOD.

•
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Softball team enjoys most successful seas~n ever
competitors in our conference."
Absent from last year's team is AllConference shortstop Dee Craft. Craft, who
1992 can go down in the books as one of earned 1991 and 1992 All Conference honthe most successful seasons that the Coastal ors and Big South All Tournament honors in
Carolina softball program has ever experi- 1989, 1991,and 1992, established herselfas
enced. The Lady Chanticleers posted a one of the best defensive shortstops that
38-25 record against some of the toughest Coastal has ever seen.
"Dee is going to be a difficult player to
competition that any Coastal team has ever
faced. The team achieved their goal of the replace. Posting a .950 career fielding av1992 season by capturing their first ever Big erage, she was willing to sacrifice herself to
South Conference Championship. They also make the routine as well as the spectacular
earned a bid to the National Invitational plays. Dee saved numerous wins for us
Championship Tournament held in Macomb, throughout her four years at Coastal."
Other key losses are outfielder Shannon
Illinois. This marked the first post season
appearance for a softball team in Coastal's Montgomery and pitcher Julie Marcus.
history. The 19 Lady Chants are one of four Montgomery provided a substantial amount
Coastal athletic teams to participate in post of power for the Coastal line up and Marcus
season play. This list includes men's bas- added to the depth of the pitching staff.
As far as Coastal is concerned for the
ketball, baseball and soccer.
With the addition of three quality teams 1993 season, Coach Dannelly believes that
in the Big South conference, head coach he has more talent on this team than he has
Jess Dannelly expects the competition to be ever had before. "This year was an excellent
more intense for the 1993 season. "Wehave recruiting year for us. I am very pleased
a tougher schedule overall with no weak with what I have seen in the fall practice
team or any automatic wins. UNC- from our new players as well as the team as
Greensboro, Towson State and University a whole." Despite the loss of the three key
of Maryland-Baltimore County all have good players from last year's squad, the addition
softball programs. Looking at these teams of six newcomers and the experience from
and others around the Big South, I think our the returning players should be a solid combination that Dannell y needs to have another
conference has improved tremendously."
As always, Campbell and Winthrop successful season.
Pitching:
will be two of the major rivals in the Big
The lack of depth in Coastal's pitching
South. Coach Dannelly sees these teams as
strong contenders for the championship. staff could place much of the workload on
"Last year each game between us and senior hurler Michelle Hall for the 1993
Campbell was decided by one run, and at season. With the loss of Julie Marcus, Hall
times they really could have gone either could very well fmd herself in the same
way. Winthrop has a very talented team and situation as she did during the 1991 season
always is considered to be one of the top when she threw in 54 games for the Lady
By ROBIN RICHMOND

Guest Writer

Chants. That was al 0 the season that Michelle compiled a 32-14 record which rated her
fifth in the nation in victories. Coach
Dannelly is very confident in his two-time
AU Region player. "Having Julie last year
was a great benefit because she threw 27
games for us which meant Hall was a lIttle
more rested and fresh. This year our offense
has to step up and score the runs to offset the
depth of our pitching staff."
Catching:
Coach Dannelly has an advantage that
he has never had before by having three
catchers on the roster this season. Cqastal
welcomes back 1991 All Region player Beth
Park, sophomore standout Sherry Johnson,
and newcomer Leslie Kalama. Park, who is
also a two-time All Conference selection, is
back 100 percent this year after being nagged
with injuries in the latter part of the 1992
season. She was ranked nationally as well
as second in the conference with a .366
batting average during her freshman campaign. Beth is third in Coastal's best
offensive weapons. Kalama is a junior
college transfer who will be a valuable
backup catcher. She will come in and allow
Beth to rest when necessary. She should
give Coach Dannelly some valuable minutes
behind the plate and she and Hall work very
well together. "She is also one of our most
consistent and powerful hitters in the lineup. Leslie did an outstanding job for us in
the Fall and should have an excellent junior
:ampaign. She will step in as our number
two catcher which will take some of the
?ressure off of Sherry who can concentrate
nore on her duties at first base."
Outfield:
Coastal returns two starting outfielders

Vrooman wins
300th game in Coastal Int'ramural Schedule
Spiring 1993
17th season
By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

The Chanticleer's head baseball coach
won his 300th game last Tuesday against
South Carolina. Vrooman, in his 17th season at Coastal is 300-184.
At the beginning of the season he was a
mere three wins away from the milestone
victory. Coastal started the season with a
two-game sweep over Limestone but then
went on to lose three straight against the
number two team in the nation, Georgia
Tech. Coastal then returned home to face
USC in what started out to be a long game.
USC took a 6-0 lead, then in the sixth inning
Coastal started the comeback. The Chants
went on to beat USC 7-6 in 12 innings.
When asked about the milestone victory,
the always mild mannered Vrooman replied,
"I reall y don't think much about it . . .
whether it is 50 wins or 100 wins or 200 or
300." This was just seconds after being
drenched by a post-game Gatorade shower.

Activity

Entries Due Capt.
Meeting

Walleyball
Swim Meet
Softball
Sand Volleyball
Tennis Tourn.

2-25-93
3-5-93
3-10-93
4-2-93
4-12-93

2-26-93
3-5-93
3-11-93
4-2-93
4-12-93

Please call 349-2830 if you have any .,
questions regarding the Spring 1993
schedule.

this season in addition to three newcomers.
Senior All Conference performer Jennifer
Bolebruch is back for her fourth year as a
Lady Chanticleer. She has started in left
field for Coastal each season and her game
only gets better every year. Bolebruch had
a very successful campaign. She hit a .262
clip with 42 hits and also scored 26 runs
which ranked h~r ninth in the conference.
Pay, entering Coostallast year as a junior
college transfer, provides us with speed and
power from the left side. She had an excellent
1992 season as she led the conference in
runs scored with 41 and was ranked in
numerous other categories. "Jenn is a very
consistent player and Rachel gives us excellent speed in the outfield. I will rely on
these two to provide leadership for our
freshmen. "
The three new faces in Coastal's outfield
this season are Susie Benton, Niki Douglas,
andMichelleNewman. BentonandNewman
give the Lady Chants added speed while
Douglas has one of the best arms of any
player that Dannelly has ever coached. The
competition for the starting spots among
these five contenders should be very close.
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By JASON BREED

eight of th ir fir t 15 game
n.
One ob taclc that proved to be ehaU n in
was transferring th perimeter player into
their new po ilion. Joey Halt started the
season playing point guard and 'as then
changed to shootin guard here
h
proven to be mo t effective. Hart i hooting
over 50% (.539) and i averaging 11. po'n
per game. Another guard making th mo e i
sophomore Keke Hi s. Hic • a tran er
from the Univer it of a ahoma here h
played shooting guard, has come to Co tal
as a point guard. \Vhile quarterba 'ing the
complex offen he ha enjoyed a quiet u cess. Hic s Land am n the be t player in
the conference wh re he ranks in th t
in four of eight tati tical categories.

sports Editor

Coastal men's basketball program is on
a five game winning streak with no end in
sight. The Chanticleers 16-9 (9-4), have
won nine of their last ten games to post an
impressive record in the second half of the
season.
The most recent win was last Thursday
in an all out battle for second place in the
conference. The Chanticleers dismantled a
strong Campbell squad with the help of
senior standout Tony Dunkin who dropped
in 27 points.
"This was an important game for us as
. a team. It was a good test to see if we could
focus and play well for a big game," said

head coach Russ Bergman.
Other recent victories include a rout
over UNC Asheville where Dunkin scored a
career high 43 points which broke two
records (Big South all-time leading scorer
and Big South game high), and over
Winthrop University, in which Keke Hic
lOOk control pouring in 22 points.
"I am pleased to be at the stage of the
game that we are," commented assistant
coach Chris Kristich. "When you return one
starter on a team, it's usually a couple of
years before you can produce a winning
squad. We have done that in our frrst ix
months and it can all be attributed to coach
Bergman."
~1ak.ing the adjustment can be difficult
sometimes. The Chants proved this by 10 ing

Lady Chants hopes are high
By JASON BREED
Sports Ed tor

TheLadyChanticleers' basketball team
is turning up the heat, with the conference
tournament just around the comer, by winning four of their last six contests.
Coastal came up short in a disappointing loss to conference foe Campbell
University 78-80 last Thursday in Buies
Creek. Junior center Kim Lewis paced the
offense with 26 points, while junior forward
Melissa Herbert contributed 24. Thi game
broke a three-game winning streak for the
Lady Chants. Before their loss to Campbell,
the ladies steam rolled by UMBC, Winthrop
University and UNC Asheville by a combined 42 points.
"I have been pleased by the efforts of
our post players. Kim and Melissa are
working hard and together have become a
force in the Big South," said coach Gina
Markland.
A large part of the Lady Chants' success stems from their much improved in ide

game. Recently, Herbert, who is averaging
14.9 points per game, scored a team high 22
points during the Asheville game and added
another 24 in the 10 s to Campbell. Le i,
who averages 12.6 points per game, scored
18.15 and 19 during the three game winning
streak and poured in a ea on high 26 in the
last game against Campbell.
"As a team, our shooting percentage
has improved greatly in the past few games.
I think this can be attributed to the girls
being more relaxed and having better shot
selections," commented Markland.
Filling the gap from the perimeter has
been guard Tina Boester who sparked a
sluggish offense by scoring eight poin in
2:47 to give Coastal the lead for good in th
82-62 rout of UNC A h ville.
"I thin the team i beginning to gel on
the court a little better and everybody h
been playing their position well," said
Markland. "By tournament time I feel that
we'll be ready to do some damage."
TheLadyChants9-14 (7-6) are curren tly
ranked fourth in the Big South.

Ernie illiam ......................... 2 .7
2. Eric Ho e.................................... 26
3. Broderick dams .................... 22.7
4. Mark Ro er ............................... 2
5. Bo Br an .................................. l .2
6. ike Camber .......................... 1
7. Eddie Le ine........................... 16.
8. Damond
Danial...................7
9. Greg Fant................................. 16.
10. Jimmi

Df f 10
te
2. Bak r Lei h................................2
3. J.P. Ring r ...................................22
4. Pete Gerace................................. 19
5. Harold
6. Budd
7.
am I ..........................
8.
'1 e r •.. ..•. ........••........ .... ..... 0

UPCOMI
Men's Basketball
Wednesday, Winthrop home 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. Campbell. home 7:30 p.m.
arch 3-6
Men's Big Sou
Championship game ESP • noon Saturday

Women's Basketball
Wednesday. at Winthrop 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. Campbell. ome 5 p.
March 4 Charleston Sou hern. orne 7: 0 p.m.

Baseball

-2464

Wednesday. U C CharloHe, ho
3 p.m.
Thursday. U C Wilmington, hom 3 p.m.
Saturd y, at USC 2 p.m.
March 5. double- eader. To son ate 2 p.m.
March 6, Towson State 1 p.m.

rin
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Opportunity in" England
Don't Miss Your
Opportunity To
Study Abroad
This SUInmer. • •
Oxford, England
July 14 - August 4
For the sixth year, Coastal Carolina
College is offering its summer Oxford
Experience. Classes are taught by USC professors
at Oxford University's Manchester College for up to six hours of
USC credit. Courses include English Literature, International
Strategic Management and Business, British Civilization, Philosophy, and History of the English Language.

Get The Lowdown On Oxford •••
Thursday February 25 at 3:45 p.m. in EMS 204
I

Come meet some of the students who went to Oxford last
SUITL'11er, talk with the professors, and see some slides and photos of
the trip. Don't miss ... Professor Richard Collin's views on "The
Diana Connection and the Future of the British Monarchy."

By YASEMIN SAIB
staff Writer

As I was sitting in Dr. Collin's office
talking about my term paper for his class, one
conversation led to the other and we found
ourselves bringing back memories of our
Oxford experience for the surnmer of 1992.
Of the three weeks I've spent there with 20
other students and two professors I honestly
can't remember a time when I felt bored or
lonely. Not only was our trip very educational, we also had fun visiting historical
sights, learning about other great w~rld
scholars who also studied in Oxford, going
to English pubs, discos, Broadway plays,
theaters, ... and much more. Not to mention
all of the updated personal insight we received
from Dr. Collin about the royal family in the
Buckingham Palace!
Now I can go on and on for hours talking
about our exciting trip, but instead I will stop
right here and allow you to experience it on
your own if you decide to join this adventurous trip again this upcoming summer.
However, this year instead of having one out
of two course to choose from like the years

past, this summer you will be able to choose
one out of five courses that will be offered
on this program. You can either study
English Literature,'History of English Language, International Strategic Management
and Selected aspects of International Bu~!
ness, British Civilization, or finally,
Philosophy. Now.you might be wondering,
"What will I get out of this trip?" Trust me
when I tell you that you'll be getting out of
this trip much more than you can possibly
imagine. In addition to all of the fun activities that I've mentioned before, you will
have seen a new country, learned about its
people, their culture, their rich history, and
fmally, and most importantly, you will have
earned six credits hours in just three weeks!
Think about it and if you decide that you're
interested in attending, then you can talk to
the coordinator for this program, Geoff Parsons, who will provide you with all of the
details. His office number is 349-2054 or
347-3161, ext 2054. Finally let me just
leave you with this Turkish saying, (English
translation) "It's not just how much you
read, it's how you travel as well."

The first deposit is due March 1, 1993.

For more informction, contact Geoff Parsons,
OftKe of International Programs at (803) 349-2054.

fjJ
(OASTAl (AROlINA (OllEGE
Coostal Carolina College is on affirmati.... action, equal opportunity institution.

lhe History Club is

sponsoring: a drawing for
the fonowing priz,e,s,:
A $50 gift certificate to the campus
bookstore
- A gift c~rtificate to Apple Annie's
- Dinner for two at Azalea1s
- Dinner for two at Carolina's

.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

ALASKA S1UMMlBlR JBMlPLOYMJBN
FISHERIES- Students Needed! Earn $600+ per w~ek ip
canneries or $4,000+ per month on fishing boats. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For program call: 1-206545-4155 Ext. A5379

Student Employment Opportunities
CRUlSE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring students.
$300/$900 weekly.
Summer/Full Time. Tour Guides,
Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands,
Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Etc.
World travel
Caribbean,Alaska,Europe,Hawaii.
No Experience Necessary.
Call 1-602-680-0323 Ext. 23.

HEADACHE RELIEF
Sinus. tension. mi~aine.· and
chronic headache relief. with a
combination of Biofeedback and
Meditation. Money back if not
helped. Call Dr. James E. Dunn,
Aquarius Stress Counseling
Center, Myrtle Beach,
626-8170.

GREEKS & CLUBS
'$1,000 AN HOUR!

Please support the History Club by donating $1
for a ticket. The drawing will be held March 3.

Each member of your frat, sorority, team, club, etc. pitches in just one hour and your group
can raise $1,000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for yourselfl
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
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Campu Progr
Event Hotline: 349 -2339

Office: 349-2338

HOMEeo
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

~

PE.P RALLY & BLOCK PA

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Music, food, float building,
& fun!
SPADONI PARK
8:00-12:00 P.M.

Friday, February 26

Basketball Game

,
r 27

Half time festivities
Come see the crowning of the

Homecoming Queen

5:00 P. .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
•
•••
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DANCE. .

FREE FOOD

LIVE VJ
Saturday February 27
I

10:00P.M.-2:00A.M.
Sea Mist Resort
Casual to Semi-formal

tional)

Donlt forget to vote for
Homecoming King and Queenl
Downstairs Studen Cen er
Feb. 24-26 lO-2:00P.M.

Tomorrow is yours, but you have to get there.
AIDS is real. You can get it. If you are going to have sex,
use latex condom. Safe sex is in vogue.

a

SOME OF OUR STUDENTS
ARE STAR PUPILS.
From 90210 to your zip code. afe motorcycle riding is es ential. 0 take a Motor,,_
cycle RiderCourse like Brian Au tin Green of Fox T.V.' Beverly Hills, 90210. r . .fYou'lIlearn technique that not only make you a ~afer rider. but a better rider as
well. Call 1-800-447-4700 to be the , tar of your clas . IIOTORCYCU wm FOUNOATION

QUALIFIED TO RIDE.
Having a motorcycle operator licen e i _~ more than leg~l: It'. vital. Statistics
show that unlicen ed riders account for 0% of the fat,ahtle In, orne ~
state. So get your licen e. It' proof that you can nde. And It may \'JJ
even keep you from becoming a tatistic. M8T0RCYCLE WID FOUNDlnON

